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2.1  Introduction 

In Unit - 1, it was mentioned that a major reason for having an insight into the science of research methodology 

is that we always study a ‘sample’ and, based on the results obtained from the sample so studied, we draw 

conclusions about the whole lot of subjects having that particular disease or health related condition, from which 

the sample was drawn. In fact, the concept of studying ‘samples’ is not unique to the field of medical research 

alone – Let us take the example of a mother preparing feed for her baby. After she cooks the feed, she ‘tastes’ a 

tablespoonful after stirring the entire mixture well, and one can see the ‘nod’ of satisfaction on her face, 

approving the various characteristics of the feed, like adequacy of cooking, taste, salt and sugar content, warmth 

etc. Now, ideally, for drawing conclusions about these various characteristics of the entire feed, she should have 

eaten the entire feed, but she does not do that (and should not – she would be a fool if she does that). Rather she 

draws conclusions only from a tablespoonful (i.e. the sample). The analogous situation in medical research is 

that with the ultimate objective of finding the real state of affairs that exist in large collection of humanity or 

patients, we draw a ‘sample’ and depending on the results of the sample, we draw conclusions about the ‘reality’ 

that would be existing in the entire population. In this unit, we will deliberate on the various concepts involved 

in “population and sample” and discuss various methods of assembling a representative sample as well as 

methods of calculating the “optimum” sample size in various epidemiological and medical research situations. 

 

We will start this Unit with a word of caution. 

Normally, words of caution are given towards the end of a chapter. However, in this unit, we feel it is appropriate 

to give a cautionary remark at the very beginning. As you will learn over the course of this unit, it is quite 

important to study a good sample, for making conclusions about a large population. The characteristics of a good 

sample are firstly, it should be “representative” of the target population and secondly, it should be adequately 

large. Now, while studying a good sample with these two characteristics is quite important, it is just one part of 

the requirement of epidemiology and medical research. The other (and even more important) part is that accurate 

measurements should be made. This we clarify as follows: 

Let us assume, we are doing an epidemiological research to assess the percentage of adults (aged > 18 years) 

who have high blood pressure (hypertension), in our state. Now, our target or reference population to which we 

are referring and to which we will apply our results is “all adults in our state”. We will collect a sample of, say, 

5000 adults in a way that this sample is representative of the target population. Now, we will measure the blood 

pressure, using the standard instruments and the standard techniques for measuring the blood pressure. Suppose, 

we have collected a sample which is quire “representative” and adequately large, of 5000 adults, but our 

technique of measuring the bold pressure was incorrect. If this happens, our results from the sample studied will 

themselves be incorrect and we cannot apply them to the reference population, even though we may have studied 

an adequately large and representative sample. Thus, In any medical epidemiological or research study, our 

findings from our sample which we studied and the application of these findings to the population under 

reference may take one of the following permutation and combinations: 
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 Our findings are correct for both, the sample studied as well as for the reference population. This is the 

ideal state for which we all should strive for. This will happen when the sample studied is representative 

as well as adequately large in size, and also the correct techniques of measurements have been 

undertaken in the study. 

 Our findings are correct for our sample but not correct for the reference population. This will happen 

when our techniques of measurement within our sample studied have been correct, but the sample was 

either not representative or else was very small in size. In this study, our study has internal validity but 

lacks in “external validity” and the results cannot be applied to the reference population. 

 Our findings are not correct for the sample itself. This will happen when we have used incorrect 

measurement techniques in our study. If this happens, our study lacks “internal validity” and has no 

value for any scientific processing.  

Thus, it is equally important for us to study a sample which is adequately large and also representative of the 

reference population; and, at the same time it is even more important for us to ensure that the correct 

methodology of measurements has been undertaken on the subjects of our sample, in the research study. 

 

2.2  Objectives 

After studying this unit, the students should be able to have a basic understanding of: 

 Concepts involved in “Population” and “sample” and the requirements of a good sample. 

 Why should we study a sample and not the population. 

 Errors which can occur when we study a sample and apply the findings to the population. 

 Methods of selection of a representative sample. 

 

PART – 1 : BASIC CONCEPTS IN POPULATIONS AND SAMPLES, IN EPIDEMIOLOGY & 

MEDICAL RESEARCH 

 

2.3 Overview of population and sample.  

At this point, let us distract slightly and briefly discuss another very common phenomena – the tossing of a coin. 

This is an experiment in which the ‘reality’ is already known to us – i.e., half of the coin is ‘heads’ and half of 

it is ‘tails’. In other words if we toss the coin 10 times, we should get heads and tails on 5 occasions each. More 

generally, if we toss a coin ‘n’ number of times, we should get heads as well as tails on “n/2” occasions each. 

However, if we actually undertake this “tossing game” (you can do it yourself just for the sake of fun, as long as 

it remains fun) the results we would get would be something like shown in table –2. 1 : 

 

Table – 2.1 

No. of times coin tossed Results 
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 Heads Tails 

1 1  (100%) 0  (0%) 

10 8  ( 80%) 2  (20% 

100 72  ( 72%) 28  (28%) 

1000 647  (64.7%) 353  (35.3%) 

1,00,000 

Infinite number of times 

52825  (52.8%) 

50% 

47175  (47.2%) 

50% 

 

 We can describe the above experiment as follows :- “we were trying to estimate a truth that exists in 

the universe, i.e. how much of the coin is heads and how much is tails, on tossing. Unlike the usual situations 

wherein the ‘truth’  is not known to us and we try to estimate it with our sample, in this particular situation, 

luckily, the truth is already known to us – it is 50 % each. However, when we tossed the coin only once, we had 

widely missed the truth, concluding that the coin would exhibit 100 % heads and 0 % tails. On tossing the coin 

10 times, we moved nearer to the truth, the results being 80% heads and 20% tails, but were still quite far away 

from the reality of 50% each. We kept getting closer and closer to the reality as we increased the number of 

tosses to 100, 1000 and so on; however, even after tossing it one lakh times, we were still not exactly at the 

reality of 50% each, though we did get quite close to it (52.8% and 47.2%). For exactly getting on to the reality, 

i.e. 50% each, we will have to toss the coin infinite number of times, and if ever we could do that, we would be 

right on the ‘truth’. 

 

 Now let us transpose this simple concept to medical research.  Let us say, we have developed an 

important research question, viz,  “What is the seropositivity for HIV (AIDS virus) infection among apparently 

healthy, young males in our country?  Now, this is a real research situation, in which we are trying to estimate 

some “truth” (seropositivity for HIV) that exists in a “large population” (the entire healthy, young males in our 

country).  Unlike the previous example of the tossing game in which the “truth” ( 50% each of heads and tails) 

was known to us ‘ a priori’,  in the present situation, the ‘truth’ is not known to us. Just for the sake of discussion, 

let us assume that the truth is, say, 1% (seropositivity for HIV infection among healthy young males in the 

country as decided by a confirmatory test like Western Blot or 3 repeated ELISA tests based on different 

biological systems). 

  

 Proceeding on the lines of the tossing experiment, if we do our study on a sample of just 10 men, we 

may not get any positive, thus our conclusion about seropositivity would be 0%.  If we do the study on 100 

subjects, we may get 3 positives, thus concluding that seropositivity rate is 3% (again widely away from the 

reality or truth of 1%).  If we increase the sample to 1000 or 10,000 respectively, we may get 15 and 80 positives, 

thus giving  seropositivity rates of 1.5% and 0.8% respectively.  Now, what is happening is, that, as we are 

increasing the sample size, we are definitely getting nearer and nearer to the truth; however, if we want to get a 
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result which is exactly the 

truth (1%), we will have 

to study the “whole 

population” of all the 

healthy young males 

in the country. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The conclusion that can be therefore drawn, apparently, is that as our sample size increases, we are more and 

more likely to get nearer to the truth or reality that exists in the “total Population”, and which we are trying to 

estimate from our sample; however, we will never be able to confidently say that we have exactly estimated the 

truth, unless we study the whole population. 

 See one more situation. Let us say we decided to estimate the truth about the coin with the sample of one lakh 

tosses and we decided to do five such experiments. The results are as shown in the table-2 below.  

 

Table – 2.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next take home message from the above study is — even if we study repeated samples of the same 

size, drawn in the most representative manner, no two samples are likely to give us the same result, nor the result 

for any sample likely to be the same as the truth which exists in the large population from which the samples 

were drawn. Why does this occur ? This occurs because of a very interesting natural phenomenon called “ 

Expt.No. No. of Heads Truth 

1. 47800 (47.8%) 50% 

2. 55301 (55.3%) 50% 

3. 51980 (51.9%) 50% 

4. 48002 (48.0%) 50% 

5. 53067 (53.9%) 50% 
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Random Error” or “Sample to Sample error” or “sampling error” or “sampling variations”, or more simply 

“chance”. As long as we are studying the sample, which we would be doing any way, some error should always 

be accepted. 

 

2.4  The two major requirements of a sample in epidemiology and medical research 

 

The take-home message for the medical epidemiologist and researcher is that there is nothing like a “completely 

adequate” or “foolproof” sample size. We have to accept some “deviation” or “error” from the reality that exists 

in the “total population” (and which we are trying to estimate from our sample being studied). 

 

2.4.1  First requirement:  The sample should be of “adequate” size”. 

The only solace is that as we keep increasing the size of the sample, this error or deviation from reality will be 

lesser and lesser, but this error or deviation will certainly be there, more or less, unless we decide to study the 

complete “reference population”. We should be ready to accept some deviation that is likely to occur from the 

truth; even more than that, we should be able to specify the amount of deviation that is acceptable to us.  Once 

this “acceptable deviation” has been specifed, we can calculate the “optimum sample size”. For example, in our 

above mentioned study on seropositivity for HIV infection we may specify that “reality in the reference 

population is likely to be about 1%, and we are ready to accept a “deviation” of 0.2% on each side of this 

expected truth of 1%  i.e., we accept that our sample is likely to give us a result that may vary from 0.8% to 1.2% 

(1% + 0.2%) and not exactly at 1%”. Once this has been specified the sample size for such a situation will work 

out to 9500 subjects. The details of statistical methods for calculating the sample size in different situation are 

dealt in detail in a subsequent unit. What is more important at the present stage is that the medical researcher 

should understand this concept and should be ready to specify these “parameters” (i.e., the expected truth that is 

likely to exist in the reference population, and the acceptable deviation for this likely level of truth) to our 

statistician colleague if we approach him / her for calculating the sample size. Also a word of caution - if you 

approach your statistical advisor for calculating the sample size and he calculates the same for you without 

asking you to specify the above parameters, then be sceptical about the calculations and better consult another 

trained/experienced biostatistician or medical research methodologist, because it is like giving a medicine to a 

patient without either asking for complaints/history or doing a clinical examination.  

 

2.4.2.  The Second Requirement : The sample should be “representative”: 

By now, the foregoing deliberations would have amply clarified the fact that the first requirement of a sample is 

that it should be of “adequate size”. At this point, if we get back to the opening paragraphs of this chapter, we 

would notice a peculiar statement – the mother, before taking a ‘sample’ tablespoonful of the feed, stirs the entire 

feed well, before drawing the tablespoonful. This is because, had she not stirred it well and taken a spoonful 

from, say, the surface itself, she would not have got the correct estimate of taste, warmth, adequacy of cooking, 

etc. This idea is central to another very important aspect while drawing a sample – that the sample should be 
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“representative” of the reference population from which it has been drawn, otherwise the results obtained would 

be very different from the reality that we are trying to estimate.  

 

Let us get back to the above mentioned research example on seropositivity for HIV infection. Suppose 

we have worked out the “optimum sample size” of 9500 and are prepared to collect it. Now, if we take these 

9500 subjects from either a private blood bank patronised by professional blood donors or from subjects 

attending a STD treatment clinic, we may get a result which may be as high as 5% seropositivity, thereby grossly 

over-estimating the “reality” (which is likely to be around 1%, as have assumed). In other words, if the subjects 

in a sample are “non-representative” (i.e. systematically different from the total or reference population), the 

result that we get will not be representative of the total population. Thus, we will not be able to “generalise” 

these results by saying that the seropositivity for HIV infection among healthy young males in our country is 

5%. This is what we call as the “lack of external validity” which leads to loss of generalisability of results. The 

methods and techniques of drawing a representative sample are discussed in detail later on in this unit. 

 

 However, there is a little piece of consolation. If the study itself has been conducted properly (i.e. proper 

procedures for drawing and testing blood samples by ELISA / Western Blot have been ensured, and so on) we 

may still be able to “generalise” our results to another “population” (of professional blood donors or patients 

attending STD Treatment Clinics). Thus, from such a study, while we cannot conclude that the seropositivity 

among healthy young males in our country is 5%, we can, nevertheless, conclude that the same among 

professional blood donors or, STD patients, is about 5%. 

 

 External validity, if lost, leads to loss of generalisability of results to the total population which the 

investigator has in mind. However, the results can still be generalised to another “population” of which the 

sample, so drawn, is representative. 

 

 On the other hand, if the study itself has been undertaken using wrong methods (untrained laboratory 

workers, haemolysed blood samples, outdated testing kits, etc), then it leads to  loss of internal validity.   If, in 

a study, internal validity has been compromised or lost  (i.e., ‘bias’ has come in ), the study becomes fit for 

rejection only. Out of the two components of validity, internal and external, while both are important, it is the 

“internal validity” which has to be maintained at all costs. 

 

2.5  Understanding various types of Populations : Reference Population, Study Population, External 

Population and Sample. 

 Now that we have gone through the two important requirements of a sample, let us discuss some terms 

which are often used in medical research :- 
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2.5.1 Total Population  (Syn : “Universe”; “Reference’ population”) :- This is the total collection of all subjects 

or units of study that the investigator keeps in mind while drawing his sample and on which he proposes to 

generalise his results. Quite often, the “total population” is very large, difficult to define precisely and more of 

“conceptual” in nature; e.g., “all healthy young males in the country”; or “all patients with acute Myocardial 

Infarction (heart attack)”, and so on. In a nut shell, it is the investigator’s study question / objectives and the 

clinical and demographic characteristics that define the Total Population.  

 

 

2.5.2 Actual population (study population)  :   Since the total population is usually difficult to precisely define, 

for actually drawing the study sample, the researcher often specifies a “subset”  of the total population from 

which he proceeds to take the study sample.  For example, in the HIV seropositivity study mentioned above, 

since the total population (i.e. all healthy young males in the country) is difficult to define precisely, the 

investigator may specify that he will select the sample from 5 Districts located at different places in the country. 

Similarly, in a study on the association of “Transverse Ear Lobe Crease” with heart disease (IHD), while the 

“total population” is “all patients with I.H.D. in the world”, the investigator will define his actual (study) 

population as “all IHD patients admitted to a particular teaching hospital”, and draw the sample from this actual 

(study) population. The assumption is that such “study population” is a “representative subset” of the “total 

population”. If, for some reason or the other, this assumption is not tenable, then the external validity and 

generalisability would become restricted. For example, if the 5 Districts selected for drawing the sample in HIV 

seropositivity study are those which have a high occurrence of intravenous drug abuse, we may not be able to 

generalise the findings to the entire country. (though we could still generalise our results on to all districts having 

a high occurrence of intravenous drug abuse). Deciding whether the Actual (study) population is a representative 

subset of the total population depends on the experience of the investigator. One should not hesitate in seeking 

the advise of one’s peer groups and experts if ever in doubt. In a nut-shell, it is the overall demographic similarity 

to the Total Population, the geographical and time related similarities as well as the question of “accessibility” 

that define the actual or study population. 

 

2.5.3 Sample (Syn : Study Subjects)  :- From the actual (study) population, the investigator chooses a “sample” 

of the required optimum size, using methods which ensure that the sample so selected will be representative of 

the study population. In case the sample, for some reason, does not remain representative of the study population, 

the external validity, and hence generalisability, will be once again comprised, as explained above. The 

procedures for calculating the “optimum sample size” and methods of drawing a “representative sample” are 

elaborated subsequently, in this unit.  

 

2.5.4 “External Population”.  For understanding the concept of “external population” and how is it different form 

“target population”, have a look at the following example :- Suppose our results from our sample indicate that 

HIV seropositivity among our country is 1%. After some deliberations regarding whether our sample was 
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representative of the actual (study) population and whether the actual (study) population was in turn, a reasonably 

representative subset of the target population, we could reasonably assume that the overall seropositivity in the 

entire country would also be about 1%. Fine. Now, can we, based on these results, derive some conclusion about 

out neighbouring countries also? Now, deriving such conclusions actually would go beyond simple 

methodological issues and would involve judgements about other findings, conceptualisation of the disease 

process, related biological processes and comparative features of the “Target Population” (in this example, “the 

Indian people”) in relation to such “External Populations” (which, in this case, can be the “Pakistani or Srilankan 

people”). However, this exercise (of applying the results from one Target population of a given research to 

another “External Population”) is very common in clinical research. Why go far – almost all the clinical research 

pertaining to preventives, diagnostics, and treatment modalities, undertaken on USA population is also applied 

for practice in our Indian population, without any further research, and which is quite acceptable also. For 

example, a drug which is shown to be efficacious against malaria in USA should also, logically, be effective in 

India also. 

 

External validity, thus, has to be assessed at three different levels (Fig. 2.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

The first external validity consideration (depicted by “1” in above figure) is the generalisation from the sample 

intended to be studied, to the actual (study or accessible) population. The issues of selecting a probability 

sampling come into play at this level. The second consideration (denoted by “2”) comes when we are 

generalising from the accessible population to the  target (syn : universe; reference) population. This goes beyond 

the issues of sampling methods and involves the understanding of the socio-demographic and temporal 

characteristics and similarities / dissimilarities between the accessible and the target population. Finally, the third 

consideration in external validity (denoted by “3”) comes when we further try to generalise our study results 

from the sample to some “external population”. As said earlier, deriving such conclusions actually would go 

beyond simple methodological issues and would involve judgements about findings from other research studies, 

conceptualisation of the disease process, related biological processes and comparative features of the “Target 

Population” in relation to such “External Populations”. 

 

2.6.  Sequence of defining the populations in an epidemiological / medical research protocol 

Fig2.1 : TRAGET POPN (Syn: REFERNCE POPN; 

UNIVERSE) 

                                                                                    2 ACCESSIBLE  (Syn: ACTUAL; 

STUDY) POPN              1 

SAMPLE 

EXTERNAL POPN 

       3 
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It is very important to think and decide on the issues related to the definitions of “populations” in one’s study, 

right from the planning stage, and write them explicitly in the protocol. The following is the suggested sequence 

when developing your protocol :- 

(a) First of all, specify (preferably, write down) the target population (universe) on the basis of your 

research question and taking into consideration the various clinical and demographic characteristics that are 

relevant to your research issue. The basic guiding criteria at this stage is that the target population so specified 

by you should be well suited to your research question. For instance, let us say your overall research issue is to 

study the prevalence and risk factors for “Hepatitis – B carrier state in middle aged male paramedical persons in 

our state. So, we can define our target population as “all males who are working as paramedical persons in our 

state and who are aged >35  years”. 

(b) As the next step, one should then specify the accessible population on the basis of temporal and 

geographical characteristics. The overall guiding criteria, now at this stage, is the overall representativeness of 

this accessible population, vis-à-vis the target population and the ease of study. Thus, in our above example, we 

may define our “accessible or actual or study population as all male paramedical persons aged above 35 years 

working in government and private hospitals in our city, during the period of January 2018 to Dec 2020.   

(c) Next, one should design an approach to select a representative sample that will be representative of the 

accessible population. This is done by selecting an appropriate method of “sampling” as discussed in subsequent 

parts of this unit. The guiding criteria at this stage is to ensure that as far as possible the sample is representative 

of the accessible population from which this sample is being drawn and the ease / feasibility to undertake this 

sampling procedure. In our example, we may specify, at this stage, that we will select the sample from a list of 

all paramedical persons who are registered for work or on active payroll of government and private hospitals in 

our city, using the method of “Multistage sampling”. 

(d) Now, specify the “inclusion criteria”, looking at the target population. The guiding principle at this 

stage is to clearly think and specify as to what all characteristics of the target population need to be specifically 

included, to answer the issue adequately. For example, we may specify the inclusion criteria as all male 

paramedical persons, serving in either government or private hospitals in our city,  who are aged above 35 years, 

and are not suffering from any Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD). 

(e) Now, apply the “exclusion criteria”. Be very sparing while formulating the exclusion criteria. Apply 

them for excluding those subjects who may be having a very high probability of being lost to follow up, or the 

particular treatment being tried may be contraindicated in these subjects, or some of their characteristics may 

directly interfere with the study results. In our continuing example, we may say that subjects who are already 

under treatment with interferon will be excluded. One has to think well and relate the inclusion / exclusion 

criteria, since there will be a trade –off between feasibility of study and the reduction in generalisability of results 

due to restrictions imposed by the exclusion criteria. For example, a study on IHD, if extended to young females, 

may increase the generalisability (since the results can now be generalised to females also) but decrease the 

feasibility, by increasing the cost and time (since IHD is much less common in young females). 
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(g) Finally, think of some possible “External Populations” to which you may contemplate generalising your 

results. In our continuing example, can these results about hepatitis - B among middle aged male paramedical 

persons of our state be also applied to the female paramedical persons? Or, to paramedical workers of another 

state or to the entire country? Clearly, this issue would need a lot of considered discussion between you and 

other experts.    

 The details of drawing “representative sample” shall be discussed subsequently 

 

Check your progress -1. 

Exhibit – 2.1 Census and Sample Registration Scheme in India 

In India, enumeration of complete population (each and every person) of our country is done once in 10 

year, in the first year of every decade. The last census was undertaken in 2011. The complete data so 

collected for each and every individual of our country is analysed to find out various parametres as total 

population, population growth rate, literacy rate, economic status, etc. This is an example of “total 

population enumeration”, i.e., no sampling is done but rather the total reference population is studied. 

However, the problem with census is that the information is available only after a gap of 10 

years, whereas for socio-economic planning, our government at all levels needs information 

more regularly, often on a yearly basis. For this reason, another system of “Sample Registration 

Scheme” (SRS) has been put in place. The SRS is undertaken under the authority of the Registrar 

General of India. At present, there are more than 3,700 sample units, each consisting of a set of 

villages and urban blocks. Each rural sampling unit covers a complete village (or a segment of 

the village if the population of the village is more than 2000), while each urban sampling unit is 

equivalent to an urban census enumeration block with population of 750 to 1,000. As of now, 

the SRS has 8853 sampling units, including 4961 in rural and 3892 in urban areas, spread across 

all states and Union Territories and covering a sample population of more than 7.5 million. Thus, 

this is like a sample which gives information about the various population characteristics of our 

country on a yearly basis. 
 

 

Activity 2.1 

You are the technical manager of medical stores supplies of health department at the state headquarters 

level. Your Directorate wants to find out the approximate percentage of adults aged 18 years and above, 

in the state, are taking anti-hypertensive medication (medicines to control raised blood pressure) in the 

state. You have been directed to study a “sample” to give answer to the above epidemiological / 

research question. 

Specify the: (a) Reference population (b) Actual (study) population (c) External population, if any. 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________

__  
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1.  The large collection of humanity on which the results of the epidemiological / medical research study are 

finally applied is known as: (a) Reference population (b) Target population (c) Universe (d) All of the above 

(e) None of the above. 

2. We wanted to find the proportion of adult persons from rich, affluent section of the society, who suffer from 

obesity. We studied a random sample of adults who were staying in high class society bungalows, including 

their servants who were living in their servant quarters. The problem which will occur in this study will be of: 

(a) Very small sample (b) problem of external validity (c) wrong measurement techniques for obesity (d) loss 

of precision (e)  non-probability sample  

3. A clinical trial done in USA showed that the antibiotic “meropenem” is better for treatment of septicaemia 

as compared to “imipenem”. The new antibiotic (meropenem) was accordingly licensed for use in USA. Based 

on these results, clinicians in India also wanted to use meropenem for patients of septicaemia, in India. Here 

patients of septicaemia in India are: (a) Study population (b) Reference population (c) study sample (d) 

External population (e) universe   

4. If we study a very large sample, our results are likely to be : (a) more accurate (b) more valid (c) more 

reliable (d) more precise (e) very high on external validity 

5. As a part of our national policy, random Blood samples of pregnant ladies who are attending the ante-natal 

clinics at government hospitals & health centres is tested for HIV infection to get an idea of the percentage of 

HIV infection. The “Target” population (i.e., the reference population) in this scenario is: (a) All adults in our 

country (b) pregnant women in the country (c) pregnant women coming to that particular hospital (d) all the 

population of our country (e) pregnant women in the world 

  

2.7 Sampling: Overview and Definition of Common Terms 

 

One of the main requirements of studying research methodology is because we study `samples’; and, as we 

discussed, the two requirements of  sample  are that firstly it should be of adequate size and secondly, it should 

be `representative’.  As far as calculation of adequate size of a sample is concerned, we will discuss it 

subsequently in another unit.  We shall now discuss, in the present section, as to what are the methods of selecting 

a `representative’ sample. 

 

 First of all, let us go through some important definitions.  We have already deliberated on the definitions 

and concepts of  “Total Population” (Syn  :  `Universe’  :  `Reference populations’)  and “actual population” 

(Syn : `study population’) earlier. 

 

 Once the actual (study) population has been identified, a complete list of each and every individual of 

this actual population is called the `sampling frame’.  The ratio of the total subjects in the sampling frame to the 

sample size actually required is called the “sampling ratio” (also called by some methodologists as ‘sampling 
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interval’).  For example if we want to study the adequacy of knowledge regarding research methodology of post 

graduate medical students, a class of about 80 students is the actual (study) population, a detailed list of which 

will form the sampling frame.  Now, suppose by calculation of our sample size, we reach a conclusion that we 

will need to study 20 students.  Thus, the sampling ratio is 80 to 20 or 4 in 1 and the sampling interval is 1 in 

every 4. 

 

 Now, out of the 80 students, we have to select 20, i.e., 1 in 4.  Thus the probability of every student 

being selected in the sample is 20 in 80 or, one fourth or, 25%.  This concept is the central issue in selecting a 

“representative sample” in medical research.  As long as every subject or unit in the actual population has an 

equal and non-zero probability (25% in this example) of being selected in this sample, the sample will be 

representative (this is what we want).  The simplest way to do this is to put all the 80 serial numbers on separate 

chits and draw a lottery of 20 chits.  However, the moment we depart from this law of “equal probability”, the 

sample does not remain representative.  If this rule of “equal probability of being selected” is understood (and 

accepted by you) the major issue in selecting a representative sample is already done. The issue is, however, 

often thought to have been understood but is not really so. For example, I have often asked my post graduate 

research methodology students as to whether the students who enter a medical college after clearing the pre-

medical entrance examination are a “representative sample” of the total population of students who undertake 

the examination; and to this, most of the research methodology students generally reply that they do form a 

representative sample. The fact is that do not form a representative sample. Let us say, a total of 1,00,000 take 

the combined pre-medical entrance examination out of which 1000 are selected for admission to undergraduate 

medical curriculum. Definitely, the sampling ratio was 1000 out of 1,00,000 i.e. 1 in 100. However, each and 

every of the 1,00,000 student who took the test did not have the same equal “probability” (1 in 100) of being 

selected. This could have happened only if instead of taking a formal competitive test, we would have put all the 

1 lakh names in the form of chits and taken out 1000 chits as if drawing a lottery. However, in the case of an 

examination, the better students, in fact, already had much higher probability of being selected as compared to 

the average students. The “key word” in a “representative sample” is, therefore, to repeat once again, that all the 

subjects in the actual (study) population (from which the sample is going to be drawn) should have an “EQUAL” 

probability of being selected; those who are finally selected are selected simply because of their luck, and not 

because of certain characteristics that may increase (or decrease) their chances of being selected. 

  

 The above state when each member in the sampling frame has an equal probability of being selected in 

the sample is called the “Random Sample” or “Probability Sample”.  Any departure from this state is called “non 

probability” or “convenience sampling”(eg, “volunteer studies”) and should be avoided as far as possible, 

though, at times, one is left with no other alternative but to resort to a non-probability sample.    

 

2.8 Methods of Probability Sampling 
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The medical researcher can use the following methods of “random” or “probability” sampling in her research 

works. 

 

2.8.1 Simple Random Sampling :-  

 

 If  the researcher has detailed list of his study population (sampling  frame) he can select out the 

`sample’ using any `random’ procedure like toss of coin, drawing of lottery chits  or by use of “Random number 

tables”.  Suppose we have the complete list of all children of a school numbering 500 and we want to select a 

`sample’ of 100 out of this.  We would take the `random number table’, start with any randomly (arbitrarily) 

selected starting point and move down the columns, column after column, selecting all 3 digit numbers, from  

“000” to “499”.  We shall reject any number which is repeated  as well as reject any 3 digit number which is 

more than 499,and continue this process till the required 100  numbers  are selected.  All the serial numbers in 

this list of 500 subjects which correspond to these selected numbers will be taken in our sample. A specimen of 

random numbers table is given below.  

 

Table-2.3: Table of Random Numbers 

 

13962  70992  65172  28053  02190  83634  66012  70305  66761  88344  

43905  46941  72300  11641  43548  30455  07686  31840  03261  89139  

00504  48658  38051  59408  16508  82979  92002  63606  41078  86326  

61274  57238  47267  35303  29066  02140  60867  39847  50968  96719  

43753  21159  16239  50595  62509  61207  86816 29902  23395  72640  

83503  51662  21636  68192  84294  38754  84755 34053  94582  29215  

36807  71420  35804  44862  23577  79551  42003 58684  09271  68396  

19110  55680  18792  41487  16614  83053  00812  16749  45347  88199  

82615  86984  93290  87971  60022  35415  20852  02909  99476  45568  

05621  26584  36493  63013  68181  57702  49510  75304  38724  15712  

06936  37293  55875  71213  83025  46063  74665  12178  10741  58362  

84981  60458  16194  92403  80951  80068  47076  23310  74899  87929  

66354  88441  96191  04794  14714  64749  43097  83976  83281  72038  

49602  94109  36460  62353  00721  66980  82554 90270  12312  56299  

78430  72391  96973  70437  97803  78683  04670 70667  58912  21883  

33331  51803  15934  75807  46561  80188  78984 29317  27971  16440  

62843  84445  56652  91797  45284  25842  96246 73504  21631  81223  

19528  15445  77764  33446  41204  70067  33354 70680  66664  75486  

16737  01887  50934  43306  75190  86997  56561  79018  34273  25196  
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99389  06685  45945  62000  76228  60645  87750 46329  46544  95665  

36160  38196  77705  28891  12106  56281  86222  66116  39626  06080  

05505  45420  44016  79662  92069  27628  50002 32540  19848  27319  

85962  19758  92795  00458  71289  05884  37963  23322  73243  98185  

28763  04900  54460  22083  89279  43492  00066 40857  86568  49336  

42222  40446  82240  79159  44168  38213  46839 26598  29983  67645  

43626  40039  51492  36488  70280  24218  14596  04744  89336  35630  

97761  43444  95895  24102  07006  71923  04800  32062  41425  66862  

49275  44270  52512  03951  21651  53867  73531  70073  45542  22831  

15797  75134  39856  73527  78417  36208  59510  76913  22499  68467  

04497  24853  43879  07613  26400  17180  18880  66083  02196  10638  

95468  87411  30647  88711  01765  57688  60665 57636  36070  37285  

01420  74218  71047  14401  74537  14820  45248  78007  65911  38583  

74633  40171  97092  79137  30698  97915  36305  42613  87251  75608  

46662  99688  59576  04887  02310  35508  69481  30300  94047  57096  

10853  10393  03013  90372  89639  65800  88532 71789  59964  50681  

68583  01032  67938  29733  71176  35699  10551  15091  52947  20134  

75818  78982  24258  93051  02081  83890  66944 99856  87950  13952  

16395  16837  00538  57133  89398  78205  72122  99655  25294  20941  

53892  15105  40963  69267  85534  00533  27130 90420  72584  84576  

66009  26869  91829  65078  89616  49016  14200 97469  88307  92282  

45292  93427  92326  70206  15847  14302  60043 30530  57149  08642  

34033  45008  41621  79437  98745  84455  66769  94729  17975  50963  

13364  09937  00535  88122  47278  90758  23542  35273  67912  97670  

03343  62593  93332  09921  25306  57483  98115  33460  55304  43572  

46145  24476  62507  19530  41257  97919  02290 40357  38408  50031  

37703  51658  17420  30593  39637  64220  45486 03698  80220  12139  

12622  98083  17689  59677  56603  93316  79858 52548  67367  72416  

56043  00251  70085  28067  78135  53000  18138 40564  77086  49557  

43401  35924  28308  55140  07515  53854  23023 70268  80435  24269  

18053  53460  32125  81357  26935  67234  78460  47833  20496  35645  

 

To give you an example, for selecting these 100 school children, we would take the random number table, hold 

a pencil in our hand, close our eyes, and let the pencil fall on the random number table. Let us assume that the 

pencil tip strikes the 17th number of the 2nd column (of 5 digits each), i.e. 84455. We will now start moving down 

from this number, column after column, keeping all the first 3 digit numbers and rejecting any number which is 
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repeated. In the list of 500 numbers (Sampling frame), the number “000” will be taken as the first child and 

“999” as the 1000th  child. We will thus select the numbers 844, 154, 18, 66, 381 and, in that fashion, continue 

till 100 numbers have been selected. We will then select the 100 school children whose serial numbers in the list 

correspond to the selected numbers. 

   

 The problem with simple random sampling is that it is really not so simple.  It would be virtually 

impossible for us to prepare a complete list of all subjects in a large district or even in a large hospital if we want 

to draw a simple random sample.  However, in clinical research studies, the difficulty can be overcome by 

selecting the sample “in anticipation”. For example, suppose we want to study 100 subjects for the presentation 

of a disease, in our hospital. By our experience and records, we know that almost 1000 patients with this disease 

will come to our hospital in one year, between 1st Jan to 31st Dec 2018. So, we will randomly select 100 numbers 

randomly, as described above, and arrange these selected numbers in ascending order. Suppose these 100 

numbers are 18, 66, --------  844. Now, what we will do is that as the patients come to our hospital, we will select 

the 18th, 66th patient, and so on to obtain our sample of 100 patient. 

 

 

 

 

2.8.2 Systematic Random Sampling  :-   

 

 A major problem of simple random sampling is the need to have a pre-decided sampling frame. This is 

overcome by another procedure, called systematic random sampling. Suppose we want to take a ‘random sample’ 

of 20 patients from our Medical Wards.  We do not have a complete list of patients but we know that there would 

be about 80 patients in all.  Thus our sampling ratio is 20 in 80 or 1 in 4.  So, we can start with any randomly 

selected point between1 to 4 (eq, by drawing chits).  Suppose we get No.3.   We shall now select the 3 rd patient 

Activity 2.2 

You are the “Quality System” manager of a multi-speciality hospital with a total of 743 nurses on roll. A 

list of the nurses has been prepared and each nurse has been given an employee number from 001 till  

743. You have been asked to do a survey among your hospital nurses regarding their knowledge and 

practices about hand hygiene. It is proposed to study of 50 randomly selected nurses in the survey. 

Using the Random number table shown in Table 2.3 above, suppose your pencil tip randomly drops on 

the intersection of column 5 and row 5, i.e., the cell which contains the number “62509”. Now select the 

50 nurses randomly from this table. 

Hint : You will take all 3 digit numbers between 001 and 743, discarding any number which is above 

743 and any number which is repeated. The first number is 62509 and we will consider the first 3 digits 

only. Since 625 is within our scope, nurse number 625 will be selected. Now start going down this row. 

The next number is 84294 (first 3 digits are 842) and hence it is rejected. The next is 23577 and hence 

235 is selected. Now, complete the process. 
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and then every 4th patient, i.e., 3rd, 7th, 11th and so on.  The only problem which the researcher should visualise 

in systematic random sampling is that sometimes a `periodic’ (also called a cyclic or group photographic) effect 

may occur - eq, if we select Bed Nos. 1,5, 9 etc and it so happens that the first and every 4 th bed thereafter is 

reserved for, say, endocrinal diseases, our sample will have only patients with endocrinal disorders and hence 

will not remain `representative’.  The researcher should, therefore, visualise the occurrence of any such problem 

before intending systematic sampling. 

 The advantage with systematic random sampling is that while it is reasonably scientific, it is at the same 

time quite easy, and does not need a prior list of all the subjects (i.e., complete listing of study population), which 

is required in simple random sampling. In addition, one can think of improvisations for understanding systematic 

random sampling. For example, if we wish to draw a 1 in 10 sample from a pile of 1000 medical records, we 

can start from any randomly selected one digit number (say, 7), and select all registration numbers which end 

with the digit “7”.  

 

2.8.3 Consecutive Sample  :-   

  

 This is in fact a special type of systematic sampling.  Suppose we want to study 20 new patients of 

STD.  Our planning indicates that during our period of study (say 1 year) we will get about 100 new patients of 

STD.  We can thus specify the sampling procedure by stating “we shall study every 5th new case of STD admitted 

to our hospital from 1st Jan to 31 Dec 95”. 

 

 An even better proposition is to study a “total consecutive sample” i.e., we would say that we shall 

study all new cases of STD admitted from Jan to March.  The only point is that before intending this procedure, 

be sure that the disease does not show seasonal fluctuations (eq, by studying all new cases of Japanese 

Encephalitis from Jan to Mar you may not get the real pattern of the disease – the post monsoon effect will not 

be apparent). 

 

 Consecutive sample, either ‘total’ or ‘systematic’ is a very useful method for both a clinical researcher 

as well as public health investigator. 

 

 

2.8.4 Stratified Sample  :-   

 

 Suppose we have 5 medical wards each with 20 beds.  Out of the total 100 patients we want to draw a 

sample of 20, which we can do by simple random or systematic random method. 

 

 However, if out of the 5 wards, 4 are male wards and one is female ward, we will get 16 male and 4 

female patients in  our study sample. Now, if our study is such in which this particular variable (say, sex) is 
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important, we would like to have equal number of male & female subjects.  What we can do is that we can 

stratify the sample according to sex, by giving  “differential weights”; in this example we would draw a 1 in 8 

sample from the 4 male wards and 1 in 2 sample from the female ward to get a `random sample’ of 10 male and 

10 female patients.  Besides this simple explanation, stratified sample has another statistical utility – it reduces 

the `variability’ and improves precision during statistical analysis.   

 

2.8.5 Multistage Sample  :-   

 

 Suppose you are the Health Administrator, having 8 small hospitals and 4 medium sized hospitals under 

your jurisdiction.  You are desirous of ascertaining the level of patient’s “satisfaction” in your area.  In such 

settings, doing a simple random or even a systematic random sampling is impossible.  But what you can do is, 

that you can work in “stages”, i.e., you can select a 1 in 2 sample of the hospitals thus getting 4 small and 2 

medium hospitals.  Then, in the second stage you can randomly select one out of every 4 wards of the selected 

hospitals.  Finally, in the third stage you could select every 4th patient in the selected wards of the selected 

hospitals.  Thus, when a sample is selected in different stages, each stage being selected by some `random’ 

procedure, it is what we call as `Multistage Sampling’.  Multistage sampling is of special interest for 

Health/Hospital Administrator, to the field epidemiologist, and to the clinician undertaking multicentric trials. 

 

 

 

2.9  Cluster Sampling :-  

 

 Cluster sampling is a specialised form of Random Sampling, recommended by the World Health 

Organization (WHO) and is very useful for both, the epidemiologist as well as for the health / hospital 

management teams. Suppose we are proceeding with a research question on “prevalence of dental caries in the 

Activity 2.3 

You are to select a sample of 25 subjects from the group photograph of your hospital, by systematic 

random sampling. There are 125 persons, in 5 rows in the photo, as follows: 1st row - Seated on ground – 

25 paramedical persons; 2nd row - seated on chairs – Senior doctors; 3rd row – standing first row – junior 

doctors; 4th row – standing 2nd row – senior nurses; 5th row – standing 3rd row – junior nurses. You 

randomly select number 2 as the starting point and hence are required to select the first person seated in 

row 2, go up and again go down the columns, selecting every 5th person. 

Select the sample by systematic random sampling. 

What is the peculiar abnormality you observe in your selected sample? 

How can you overcome this peculiar abnormality while still using systematic random sampling?  
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rural areas of our state”.  Now, in this situation it would be very difficult to select children by simple random 

sampling or systematic method. What we could do is to select “clusters” of subjects in the form of villages, 

selected randomly and then the children in these randomly selected “clusters” (i.e. villages) are studied. Such a 

technique when the unit of sampling is not the subjects to be studied but a “cluster” of such subjects is called 

cluster sampling; eg., in this example, the unit of our study are “children”, but the unit of sampling are “clusters 

of children in the form of villages”. While using cluster sampling, the researcher should be careful on one aspect, 

that is, one or more of the clusters so selected should not be very different from the actual (study) population in 

respect of some important factor. For example, in the above study on dental caries, if we select 3 villages by 

cluster sampling, and it so happens that two of these 3 villages are those that lie in areas where fluoride content 

of water is very low, then our results will be biased and will wrongly show a higher prevalence of caries. The 

researcher should therefore give careful consideration to these aspects while using cluster sampling. 

 

30-Cluster (7 in a cluster) sampling. 

 Cluster sampling is very useful method for the field epidemiological research and for health 

administrators. A special form of cluster sampling called the “30 cluster (7 in a cluster) sampling”  has been 

recommended by the W.H.O. for field studies in assessing vaccination coverage. This method is again interesting 

for the paediatricians and Public health specialists working in the community. We shall discuss this method with 

an example. Let us say, we are in charge of a community block area in which the total population is 80,000. We 

are interested in assessing the vaccination coverage of children 1 to 2 years age. For doing a cluster sampling 

we will first of all make a list of all villages (or such other clusters as “Mohallas” (clusters of households) in 

urban areas), population-wise, and also make another column showing the cumulative total as follows (Table 

2.4) :-  

Table-2.4 

Sl.  Name of village      Total          Cumulative     Location 

No.      population        population  of cluster 

1.  ‘A’   200   200  

2.  ‘B’   1830   2030  (1) 

3.   ‘C’   1670   3700 

4.   ‘D’   500   4200  (2) 

5.  ‘E’   1200   5400 

6.  ‘F’   600   6100 

7.  ‘G’   530   6630  (3) 

8.  ‘H’   450   7000 

:  :   :   : 

:  :   :   :  

:  :   :   :  
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:  :   :   : 

24.  ‘X’   1800   79350 

25.  ‘Y’   650   80000 

 

 Now, the first step is to select the sampling interval using the following equation, rounding off any 

decimal value to the nearest integer: 

 

 Sampling interval  =  Total Cumulative population 

                                             ------------------------------------- 

                                                        30  

 

    80,000 

                                    =     --------    =    2666.67    =    2667  

                                               30  

This figure of 2667 is our sampling interval. 

 Next using the random number table (as given above), select any number, randomly, which has the 

same number of digits as the sampling interval. Our sampling interval has four digits and, let us say, from the 

random number table, we randomly selected the four digit number “1073”. Now, we would identify the first 

possible village whose cumulative population equals or exceeds the randomly selected number.  In our example 

the first possible cumulative population which equals or exceeds our randomly selected number (1073) is “2030” 

which is located at village ‘B’. therefore, the first cluster will be located in village ‘B’.  

 

 Now to identify the second cluster, we will use the equation :  

Location of cluster No. 2 = Random number selected + sampling interval. 

 

In our example, this will be 1073 + 2667 = 3740. 

 

 We will now look for the cumulative population which equals or exceeds this figure (3740). In our 

example this will be 4200 and the village corresponding to it is ‘D’. Thus the second cluster will be located in 

village ‘D’. 

 

 Now, for identifying 3rd and subsequent clusters we use the equation : - location of 3rd (and subsequent) 

clusters = number which identified the previous cluster + sampling interval. 

 

 In our example, the number which identified the previous cluster (cluster No. 2 was 3740 and the 

sampling interval = 2667.  Thus location of cluster No. 3 = 3740 + 2667 = 6407. Now the cumulative population 

which equals or exceeds this number is 6630 and this corresponds to village ‘G’. Thus, cluster no. 3 is located 
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in village ‘G’. Similarly, now we proceed to identify the village in which 4th, 5th etc clusters are located till we 

have identified 30 clusters. For example, for identifying the village which will have fourth cluster, we will add 

6407 and 2667 to get 9047. We will find the cumulative population which equals or exceeds 9047 and the 4 th 

cluster will be located in the corresponding village. It may be mentioned that if a village has large population 

then even more than one cluster may fall in that village.  

 

 Now, we will go to the villages in which clusters 1 to 30 are located, and reach the central place of such 

villages from where roads would be branching off. Give serial numbers to these roads and randomly select any 

one road (eg. By a random number table or by throwing a die). Now take this randomly selected road and keep 

randomly selecting the houses on this road, filling up the proforma in respect of children of the decided age 

groups, in these houses, till proformae for 7 children have been filled up. We will thus have a total sample of 30 

x 7 = 210 children.  

 

 The 30 cluster, 7 in a cluster sampling method can also be used, besides vaccination surveys, in 

nutritional surveys and in surveys on knowledge, attitude and practices of community members regarding 

various health related matters.  

 

 

2.10  Randomisation (Syn  :  random allocation)  :-   

 

Let us say we are desirous of undertaking the trial of a new drug `X’ as compared to the existing standard 

regimen `Y’. We would like to divide our sample of subjects or patients into two groups (one which receives the 

drug ‘X’ and other which receives the drug ‘Y’) in such a way that the 2 groups are identical to each other and 

the fact that a patient will get drug `X’ or `Y’ is simply a matter of chance (or, simply a “random process” as we 

call statistically). 

 

 Any intuitive method can be used  -  for example, keep tossing a coin and all patients who get `heads’ 

get drug `X’ and all patients who get `tails’ get `Y’.  If there are 3 groups (drugs X,Y,Z), toss a die and all 

patients who get 1 and 4 go to X, 2 and 5 go to Y and 3 and 6 go to Z; or, more scientifically looking, use a 

Activity 2.4 

You are the Deputy superintendent of a large, 3000 bedded hospital having a total of 100 wards, some 

with 20 beds, some with 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45 beds respectively. The bed occupancy is 80% which is 

uniformly distributed among the various wards. You are required to select 210 patients by 30-cluster, 7 

in a cluster sampling technique to study their satisfaction levels. 

Give an outline plan of how you will select the sample. 
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random table and  all subjects getting even numbers go to `X’ and all getting odd numbers get Y.  The scientific 

methods of random allocation into two or three groups are described subsequently in this unit. 

 

 We would like to dwell upon two special aspects regarding randomisation, which the medical researcher 

should remember:- 

 

(i)  That `Randomisation’ it different from random sampling.  Randomisation (or, random allocation) is a 

method used for allocating selected subjects (already selected by  random sampling method) into 2 or more than 

2 groups with a view to ensure that these groups are similar in all respects (excepting for the drug or vaccine etc 

that we are going to give them). 

 

(ii)  Once the subjects have been allocated to two (or, even more than 2 groups) by randomisation, these groups 

will be ̀ similar’ to each other. For example, if we allocate a sample of 300 into 3 groups of 100 each by a random 

allocation, all these 3 groups will have similar proportions of males and females;  of various blood groups; of 

overweight and normal weight etc; even they will have similar proportions of `intangible’ factors (like blood 

group type or genetic markers).  This is the power of randomisation (or, random allocation) which makes all the 

groups, so randomised, equal to each other (except for the drug or vaccine which we are going to give to one 

group and not give to the other group). 

 

METHOD OF DOING RANDOMISATION 

 

 Let us say, we are having an experimental study in which we are studying a new drug ‘X’ against an 

existing drug ‘Y’. Our sample size calculations indicated that we will need 10 subjects in each of the groups ‘X’ 

and ‘Y’ (total 20 subjects).  

 

 Now, the first step is to decide by any “random” (fair play) process as to which all random members so 

selected will get treatment ‘X’ and which will get ‘Y’. This we can do by keeping two chits, having written ‘X’ 

on one and ‘Y’ on the other. Similarly, place another 2 chits (with “even” written on one and “odd” written on 

the other) in another box. Now, ask any impartial observer to pick up one chit from each box. Let us say that 

chits drawn were ‘X’ from one box and “even” from the other. Thus, we will give treatment “X” to all even 

random numbers so selected and “Y” to all odd random numbers. Next, make a table, listing all the 20 patients 

as follows (Table – 2.5) :- 

Table -2.5 

Patient   Random   Even   Treatment 

No.    No.     or odd    (X or Y) 

1. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

: 

: 

: 

: 

20. 

 

 Now, as indicated earlier, select any random starting point from the random numbers table by dropping 

a pencil. Let us say, our pencil tip dropped on the first number of the 4th row and 10th column, i.e. number 9. 

Now note down this number against patient No. 1. From here we proceed down the 4th column, noting the 

numbers against the patient’s serial numbers and ignoring any zero. Once we come to the end of this cell (the 

numbers were 9,6,7,1 & 9), we continue with the next cell in the same column Thus, the next number after 9 is 

6, and write it against patient No.2. The next random member is 7 and we write it against patient No. 3. The last 

number in the next cell of this column is “0” and hence we ignore it and donot allot it to patient number 10. 

Rather, we go down to the next cell in column No. 10 and allot the first number (2) to patient number 10. We 

continue this process till a random number has been allocated to each of the 20 patients. Now, in the next column 

of our above table we write down whether the random number selected for the particular patient is odd (O) or 

even (E). Thus, the random number given to the first patient is 9, i.e., odd and we write ‘O’ opposite it, similarly 

we write ‘E’ and ‘O’ for 2nd and 3rd patient and so on. Now, in the fourth column with the heading “treatment X 

and Y” write X for all patients getting ‘E’ and ‘Y’ for all patients getting ‘O’ (we had already decided this 

randomly by draw of chits). The final table will look like follows (Table – 2.6):- 

 

Table-2.6 

============================================================== 

Patient   Random    Even   Treatment 

No.    No.     or odd    (X or Y) 

1.   9    O   Y 

2.   6    E   X 

3.   7    O   Y 

4.   1    O   Y 

5.   9    O   Y  

6.   7    O   Y 

7.   2    E   X 

8.   6    E   X  
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9.   4    E   X 

10.   2    E   X 

11.           

12.           

13.           

14.           

15.           

16.           

17.           

18.            

19.           

20.           

  

(Note : Complete the remaining part of the table for patients No. 11 to 20 yourself). 

 Thus, first , 3rd, 4th, 5th, & 6th patients will get treatment ‘Y’ 2nd, 7th, 8th, 9th & 10th will  get treatment 

‘X’, and so on, as the patients keep coming to our wards or OPD. We have, thus, “randomized” 20 patients into 

2 treatment groups, well in advance. 

 

 At times, in an experimental design, we may have to “randomize” our subjects to three or more than 

three groups (say, treatment ‘X’ ‘Y’ and ‘Z’) and not simply two groups. Let us say, by our sample size 

calculations, we want to have 10 patients in each of the three groups (total subjects = 30). In such situation, the 

first thing to do again is to draw chits. This time we will put 3 chits, marked “1 to 10”, “11 to 20” and “21 to 30” 

in one box and another 3 chits marked “X”, “Y” and “Z” in another box. Now, by draw of chits, let us say, we 

decide that numerical order 1 to 10 will get treatment “Y”, 11 to 20 will get ‘X’ while 21 to 30 will get “Z”.  

Now, make a table as follows (Table – 2.7) :- 

Table-2.7 

Numerical     Treatment  Random   Treatment to 

Order   Corresponding   numbers as   which the  

   To Numerical   they appear  random number 

   Order   on drawing  corresponds 

      the sample 

=============================================================== 

1   Y 

2   Y 

:   : 

:   : 
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:   : 

:   : 

10   X 

11   X 

:   : 

:   : 

:   : 

29   Z 

30   Z 

 

 Now, start with a randomly selected point on the random table as earlier. However, the following 

changes will be made during selection of random numbers:-  

 

- since the serial numbers run up to 2 digits (1 to 30) we will take 2 columns and not only one column 

as we did earlier for deciding Odd or Even numbers. 

 

- We will omit any number which is zero (00) or is more than 30, since our serial numbering of 

numerical orders is from 1 to 30. 

 

- We will omit any number which is being repeated. 

 

Let us say we again randomly selected the starting point as the intersection of first row and first column 

i.e. the first cell containing the number “13962”. Now, since we have to take 2 digit numbers, we will consider 

the first 2 digits only, i.e., “13”. Thus, the first random number is 13. Now since this number is within 30, we 

keep it and move to the next one, down the first column, which is 43905, but we are interested only in the first 

two digits which is 43, hence more than 30, and hence we overlook this number. The next 6 numbers are 00, 61, 

43, 83, and 36 and we omit them, since they are either 0 or more than 30. The next three are 19, 05 and 06 and 

we write 19, 5 and 6 against numerical order 2 , 3 and 4. The next number is 19, but since we have already 

selected 19 earlier, we omit it this time. Once we reach the bottom of column 1, we start from the top of column 

2 and proceed accordingly, till the 30 random numbers have been selected, taking care that any number which 

is zero, or more than 30 or is being repeated is omitted.  

 

The next step is to see as to which treatment group the random numbers so selected belong to (remember 

we have already decided by draw of chits that number 1 to 10 will get “Z”. Thus the numerical order1, whose 

corresponding randomly selected number is 13 falls in category 11 to 20 and gets treatment “X”; the second 

one’s randomly selected number is 19 and falls in category 11 to 20 thereby getting “X” and so on. The final 

table will look like follows (Table – 2.8):-  
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 Table – 2.8 

Numerical     Treatment  Random   Treatment to 

Order   Corresponding   numbers as   which the  

   To Numerical   they appear  random number 

   Order   on drawing  corresponds 

      the sample 

=============================================================== 

1.   Y   13   X 

2.   Y   19   X 

3.   Y   5   Y 

4.   Y   6   Y 

5.   Y   16   X 

6.   Y   28   Z 

7.   Y   15   X 

8.   Y   4   Y 

9.   Y   1   Y 

10.   Y   10   Y 

11.   X   3   Y 

12.   X   12   X 

13.   X   18   X 

14.   X   21   Z 

15.   X   26   Z 

16.   X   6   Y 

17.   X   24   Z 

18.   X   15   X 

19.   X   9   Y 

20.   X   18   X 

21.   Z   30   Z 

22.   Z   3   Y 

23.   Z   17   X 

24.   Z   11   X 

25.   Z   22   Z 

26.   Z   7   Y 

27.   Z   14   X 

28.   Z   29   Z 

29.   Z   19   X 
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30.   Z   2   Y 

 

 

Thus finally our patient No. 1 as he is admitted, (or as the patients keep coming sequentially to our 

hospital) will get treatment X, patient no. 2 will also get X, third and fourth will get Y, fifth will get X and 6th 

will get Z and so on; the last (thirtieth) patient would get treatment ‘Y’. 

 

 

 

Check your progress – 2. 

6. In every hospital, a report is generated every day which is put up to all levels of managers. This report refers 

to the “midnight hour” (i.e., 00.00 a.m) and has a snapshot of the hospital as total patients admitted, total patients 

in ICU, total patients who died and so on. This report is based on which type of sampling procedure: (a) Simple 

random sampling (b) Cluster sampling (c) multistage sampling (d) systematic sampling (e) NO sampling is done 

since total population is studied. 

7. For a study of medication errors, we took a 1 in 4 random sample out of our surgical, medical, gynaecological, 

obstetric, paediatric and ICU wards. From the selected wards, we randomly selected either the left side or the 

right side of the selected wards. Thereafter we selected every 3rd patient from the selected side (right or left) of 

the selected wards. This plan of sampling was: (a) Simple random sampling (b) Cluster sampling (c) Multistage 

sampling (d) Systematic random sampling (e) non-probability sampling 

8. To assess the vaccination coverage among children aged 1 to 2 years,in a large rural area, the best method of 

sampling would be: (a) Simple random sampling (b) systematic random sampling (c) Cluster sampling (d) 

multistage sampling (e) Non-random sampling. 

9. Which of the following statements is correct for “randomization” (random allocation): (a) It is easy (b) The 2 

groups created by randomization are similar to each other in all respects (c) It is the ideal method for all medical 

research and epidemiological studies (d) It is the synonym of  random sampling (e) It can be done only by 

computers. 

10. Which of the following is a “non-probability” method of sampling: (a) Lot sampling of finished products in 

industry (b) Draw of lottery (c) A mother who stirs the feed and tastes a spoonful of feed for her child (d) Taking 

Activity 2.5 

You are the sub-in-charge of the hospital pharmacy. Your clinical pharmacologist has planned to 

undertake a research in which 100 consecutive new patients of diabetes will be randomly allocated into 

2 groups of 50 each. One group will get the standard medication (Metformin) while the other will get a 

new formulation for diabetes. Using the random number table, submit your plan of randomizing the 

100 patients into 2 groups of 50 each. 
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a fistful of grain from the middle of a sack to test it for the presence of infestation with insects (e) Selection of 

first 20 persons who ran a “run for health” for the entire city.  

 

2.11 Summary 

 In epidemiology and medical research, we always keep a large collection of humanity or “subjects” or 

simply “units” in mind, on whom we would apply our results of the study. However in nearly all 

situations, we actually study a sample drawn from the population and not the complete population itself. 

This peculiar activity, when we actually study a sample but transpose the results from this sample to 

the entire population from which the sample was drawn is the basic issue in the concept of “population 

and sample”. 

 Whenever we study a sample, even if we have drawn the sample in the most representative manner, and 

even after ensuring that the methods of making our measurements in the study are absolutely correct 

and accurate, the results of the sample are always likely to be different from the actual value which lies 

in the total population from which the sample was drawn. Moreover, if we draw repeated samples of 

the same size from the same population and study them, we will find that the results of the repeated 

samples will be different from each other as well as likely to be different from the real value which 

exists in the population, and which we want to estimate from our sample. This phenomena, due to which 

the results of repeated samples are likely to be different from each other as well as different from the 

real value in the population, is called as “chance” or “random error” or “sampling variations” or “sample 

to sample error” and is one of the most important issue in the science of statistics. 

 The finding from our sample is called as “statistic” while the real value which lies in the total population 

is called as the “parametre”. In medical epidemiology and research,” we calculate the “statistic and then 

try to make an estimate of the “parametre” by  using various statistical procedures. 

 Random error will always occur as long as we are studying a sample. However, the magnitude of random 

error can be reduced by studying a large sample size; and, if we increase the sample size to the extent 

that we study the whole population, then apparently, there will be no random error, since our sample 

result and population reality would be the same. 

 There are very few instances in medical epidemiology and research when we study the “whole 

population”. Some examples of total population study are the “national census” and “hospital daily 

census”. 

 A good sample therefore has two requirements- firstly it should be representative of the total population 

and secondly it should be adequately large size. Representativeness is ensured by selecting the sample 

from the population by carious “probability” or “random” methods of sample selection. 

 Regarding the “population”, it is defined as the large collection of humanity or subjects or simply “units” 

which we have in mind while doing the study and on which our findings of the study from the sample 

will be applied. This is variously known as “Total population” or “Reference population” or “Target 
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population” or “Universe”. Usually this type of population is very large and often vague, as the entire 

population of India who are aged less than 15 years. Therefore for actually drawing the sample, we 

select a sub-set of this population from which we actually draw our sample. This is known as “Actual 

Study population” or “sampled population”.  

 A detailed list of each and every human being, subject or unit in the actual study population is called as 

the “sampling frame”. When the total number of subjects in the sampling frame are divided by our 

required sample size, we get the “sampling ratio”. 

 We need to ensure that our study sample is drawn from the actual study population using one of the 

methods of “probability” or “random” sampling. Probability sampling is a method by which we select 

a sample from a sampling frame or population in a way that each unit if the sampling frame or 

population has an equal and non-zero probability of being selected in the sample. Those who are finally 

selected 9and those who are not) are simply because of a matter of chance or luck or scientifically 

saying, random process.  

 The various methods available for this purpose are: simple random sampling, systematic random 

sampling, multistage random sampling, stratified random sampling and cluster sampling. Depending 

on the various situations presented by our research, we should select the appropriate method of 

sampling. 

 The concept of “Randomization” or “Random Allocation” is different than random sampling and should 

be clearly understood, since it forms the backbone of clinical trials and such other medical intervention 

studies. Randomization is a process by which a sample of subjects, already selected for the study 

(usually by one of the probability methods of sampling) are divided randomly into two or more groups 

by a random process, i,e., they are allotted to one of the groups simply by a matter of chance or luck. 

Usually this allocation is based on random numbers taken from random number tables or else, by 

computer based random allocation. The unique power of randomization is that the two or more  groups  

so formed will be absolutely equal to each other in all respects, not only in respect of tangible factors 

as average age, height, weight or percentage of males / females, etc., but will also be similar to each 

other in respect of “non-tangible” factors as blood groups, genetic markers, etc. 

 

2.12 Glossary 

 Population (Synonyms : Reference Population, Target Population, Universe, Total population); The large 

collection of all human beings or “units” which we have in mind when we start an epidemiological or 

medical research study and on which the results of the study will be finally applied. 

 Actual population (synonyms: study population, accessible population, sampled population): A subset of 

the total population, having similar characteristics as those of the total population and from which the 

study sample is actually drawn. 
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 Probability sample  (synonymous : Random sample): A sample drawn from the sampling frame or from 

the study population in such a way that every unit in the sampling frame (or study population) has an 

“equal and non-zero probability” of being selected in the sample. It is usually undertaken, using a 

random selection process as random number tables or computer generated random numbers. The power 

of a probability sample is that it is “representative” of the population or sampling frame, from which it 

has been selected. 

 Random error (synonyms: Chance, Sampling error, sampling variations, sample to sample error, sampling 

variations) It is the variation which occurs between the results obtained from a sample and the reality 

which exists in the total population. It also means that when repeated random samples are taken from 

the same population, the results of all samples are likely to be different from each other. Random error 

can be minimized by studying a sample which is adequately large and the magnitude of random error 

can be calculated in the form of “probability” after the study has been completed. 

 Statistic: It means the result of the variable of interest as calculated from the data obtained from a sample. 

 Parametre: It is the value of the variable of interest which exists in the total population. We estimate the 

value of a “parameter” on the basis of the “statistic” calculated by us from our sample. 

 Estimation: The statistical process by which we make an assessment of the value of a variable which 

exists in the total polulation (the “parameter”) based on the value obtained from the sample (the 

“statistic”). 

 Internal validity: (synonymous : accuracy, correctness of measurements). The extent to which the findings 

from the sample are accurate for the sample itself. This depends on how correct the process of making 

measurements has been while collecting the data from the subjects in the sample. If the measurement 

process itself has been wrong, the results will not be accurate, i.e., they will not have “internal validity” 

and hence are of no use. 

 External validity: (synonym : generalizability). The extent to which the results obtained can be applied 

to the reference population. It will be compromised if the sample studied is not representative of the 

study population or else it the study population was not a representative subset of the reference 

population. 

 Sampling frame: A detailed and complete list of all the subjects or units in the study population from 

which the sample will be drawn using a probability (random) method. 

 Sampling ratio: The total number of subjects available in the study population divided by the actual 

sample size. Suppose we have 1000 subjects in the study population (which may be listed in the 

sampling frame) and we need to draw a sample of 200, then the sampling ration is 1000 / 200 or 5 (or 

1 in every 5). 

 Simple random sample: A sample drawn from a study population whose sampling frame is available, 

using a random technique as random numbers from a random number table. 
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 Systematic random sample: A random sample drawn from a study population, staring from a randomly 

selected number and then taking every nth subject, where “n” indicates the sampling ratio. 

 Multistage sampling: A probability method of sampling in which the sample is drawn in stages, each 

stage being selected by a random process. 

 Cluster sample: A method of probability sampling in which the sample is drawn by randomly selecting 

“groups” or “clusters” of subjects rather than individual subjects. 

 Randomisation: (Synonym : random allocation). A process by which a group of subjects selected for a 

study, are allocated into two or more than two groups using a probability method (usually random 

numbers) so that each subject has an equal chance of being selected into any one of the two (or more 

than two) groups so formed. The power of randomization is that the two (or more than two) groups so 

formed using the process of randomization will be similar to each other in all respects, whether tangible 

or even intangible factors. 

 

2.13    Self-Assessment Test 

 What is randomization. What are its unique advantages and how is it different from random sampling? 

 Describe a situation in which you do not have any other option but to do a” non-probability” sampling 

(Hint: Ina hospital, volunteers coming for health check). 

 Enumerate the various types of probability sampling. Discuss the use of any one of them, in detail giving 

an example of your own job requirement while working in health care settings. 

 Discuss the essential requirements of  a good sample. 

 Write short notes on : (a) random error (b) Universe (c) Actual Study Population (d) Relatuonship betwee 

sample size and “chance” . 

 

2.14    Suggested Readings/Reference Material 

 Hulley SB, Cummings SR, Browner WS, et al. Designing Clinical Research. Lippincott, Williams & 

Wilkins & Wolters Kluwer, Philadelphia. 3rd Ed, 2007. 

 Rothman KJ. Epidemiology – An Introduction. Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 2nd Ed 2012, 

Reprinted 2016. 

 Saha Indranil & Paul Bobby. Essentials of Biostatistics. Academic Publishers, Kolkata. 2nd Ed, 2016. 

 Stewart A. Basic Statistics and Epidemiology. 4th Ed, 2016. CRC Press, London. 

 

2.15    Answers to Check Your Progress Questions 

1. (e). Reference population / Universe / Target population are all synonyms and indicate the large collection of 

humanity on which the results of the epidemiological / medical research study are finally applied. The sample is 

drawn from this reference population, either directly from it or from it’s smaller representative subset, called as 

the Actual or Study Population. 
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2. (b). It will be problem of external validity because the results of the sample cannot be generalized to the 

reference population. Our reference population was “all well to do, rich, affluent people”. Had we taken a random 

sample of persons staying in high class buildings, it would have been fine but by also including the servants 

(who apparently are from lower socio-economic strata) the sample is not representative of the target population 

and hence suffers from loss of external validity.  

3. (d). As explained in this unit, patients of septicaemia in USA are the target populatin or universe. The patiets 

on which study was actually dome are the study sample while the hospitals in USA from which these patients 

were drawn for the study is the Actual (study) population. Patients of sepsis in India are the “External 

Population”. 

4 (d). More precise because with a large sample, our sample statistic will be very close to the population 

parameter which we are trying to estimate. However, accuracy and validity depend on how correct methodology 

has been used while making the measurements and does not depend on sample size. Even with a large sample, 

if there are measurement erors, our results will not be accurate of valid. Reliability depends on the fact whetehr 

our measurement process will give consistent results if repeated applications are made and hence does not depend 

on sample size. Similarly, external validity is dependant on whether our sample is representative of the reference 

population; even with a large sample, if it is not representative, external validity will be compromised.  

5. (b). Pregnant women in our country is the reference population.  

6. (e)  NO sampling is done since this report considers each and every patient who is in the hospital at 00.00 a.m. 

Thus “total population” is studied. In fact, this report is also called as daily hospital census report. 

7. (c). Multistage random sampling. We selected in stages (1 in 4 wards, then left or right flank or seleced ward, 

then every 3rd patient from the selected flank) and each stage was selected by a random process. 

8. (c). Cluster sampling. It is recommended by WHO and Government of India to assess vaccination coverage.  

9. (b). The two or more groups created by random allocation are exactly similar to each other in all respects. 

Thus the only difference is that one group will get the intervention under study while the other group will not 

get it, thus serving as the control group. 

10 (e). The first 20 in a race are because of their pre-determined ability and not because of any random process 

– when the race starts, all the hundreds of people who participate do not have the same probability of coming in 

the first 20. 

 

 

  


